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Seventy Percent of Insurance Customers’ Loyalty at Risk as
Retention Challenges Escalate finds World Insurance Report 2013
Fifty percent of Insurers look to Mobile and/or Social Media in next two years
to strengthen customer experience
Paris, New York – February 27, 2013 – With an average of only 30 percent of customers globally reporting
having positive customer experiences with their insurers, insurers will need to address multi-distribution
and customer experience concludes the sixth annual World Insurance Report 2013 (WIR 2013) released
today by Capgemini and Efma. The report also finds that mobile and social media channels are gaining
traction with insurers in terms of early adoption rates. These distribution channels can help insurers
provide better customer experiences as well as capture operational efficiencies. The WIR 2013 is based on
16,500 customer surveys, research data from 41 markets, and interviews with 114 insurance executives.
According to the WIR 2013, the insurance industry’s focus is shifting from pure cost reduction and operational
efficiency initiatives to revenue building and brand loyalty strategies while lowering mounting customer acquisition
costs. Heavy emphasis is on multi-channel distribution strategies with keen interest on how to leverage lower-cost
sales channels like mobile, internet, and social media. Mobile and social media are a priority for more than 50
percent of insurers surveyed globally over the next two years.
Positive Customer Experience is More Meaningful than Just Measuring Customer Satisfaction
Customer experience reflects the entire customer lifecycle while customer satisfaction is just a one-time measure of
how products and services meet or surpass customer expectations. On average, the WIR finds that approximately
only one in three customers across 30 countries studied in the report’s new Customer Experience Index (CEI) had a
positive experience with their insurance company, while 62 percent registered positive customer satisfaction levels.
Additionally, the WIR finds that nearly two out of three customers are at risk of retention with only a neutral and/or
negative customer experience. “When customers have neutral or negative experiences with an insurer,
opportunities are created for insurers to ‘court’ other carrier’s customers, and customers may switch even for
minimal extra benefits,” says Jean Lassignardie, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer, Capgemini Global Financial

Services. “Even in the US, the country with the highest customer experience ratings, insurers still face a risk of
retention rate of 50 percent meaning no one is immune.”
Mobile and Social Media are Opportunities to Increase the Customer Experience
A majority of insurers are viewing mobile as an important access point for supporting the overall customer
experience (especially in areas like quotes, claims, and relationship management) rather than just as an additional
sales channel. And while insurance customers prefer online for activities like finding best price and comparing
policy coverage, they still prefer physical distribution networks (agents and brokers) when it comes to gaining brand
trust. The top five reasons for insurers to invest in the mobile channel are: anytime/anywhere/any device demands;
keeping up with the competition; customer service costs; increased smartphone adoption; and cross-selling/upselling opportunities.
The report explores four key mobile focus areas from insurers categorized as: ‘early winners and must haves’
(areas with high ROI potential) to evolving areas such as ‘must watch’ and ‘wait and see.’ Among insurers
surveyed, the leading mobile services offered today and those with high ROI potential over the next two years
include: product information via mobile (43 percent today/91 percent by 2015), claims services (16 percent today/73
percent by 2015), quotes (23 percent today/70 percent by 2015), Straight through Processing (9 percent today/55
percent by 2015), and policy changes (9 percent today/52 percent by 2015).
Similarly, social media offers insurers new ways to increase their market penetration and increase the effectiveness
of their customer retention/acquisition strategies. According to the WIR, a majority of global insurers (59 percent)
are already leveraging social media but very few have integrated it into their overall enterprise-wide CRM strategies
leading to sub-optimal results. The report suggests integrating social media strategies with traditional CRM will
create “social CRM” enabling enhanced positive experience for customers’ and insurer branding propositions.
Patrick Desmarès, Secretary General, Efma adds “Another possible way for insurers to improve their customer
experience ratings would be to look at the banking industry model.

Even though banks have many more

interactions with customers, their high customer experience ratings indicate best practices in data analytics, market
segmentation, and cross-channel integration are being implemented.”
Ongoing industry efforts to improve Operational Efficiency
2011 was a year of many catastrophic events such as the tsunami triggered by an earthquake in Japan and
extreme weather conditions in the US and Australia resulting in a total economic loss of US$370bn of which
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US$116bn was insured. These external events had a negative impact on operational efficiency in the insurance
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Operational efficiency is calculated by totaling the insurance operating costs and then dividing by the gross written premiums.
When the costs are high (such as from insurance claim payouts) then the operational efficiency is not as good.

industry overall. However, insurers in geographies not affected by these market events have continued to make
significant headway in making operational improvements in areas like underwriting and claims. These operational
improvements efforts are working and should continue. Areas that have paid off in operational improvements
include: systems and technology investments; realigning distribution channel strategies, claims transformation, and
productivity improvements.
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